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T FC: The theme of this issue ofTHE FIFrn COLUMN it 
'A Canadian Architecture' . I would like to begin with a 
diJcuuion of Canadian architecture iuclf, and whether or 

not there is such a thing? 

Baird: I don't think you can isolate it. You can isolate tendenciea 
that have some local significance, but I don't think you can iden
tify something that ia truly generic. Mind you, I'm not sure that 
they can do that anywhere ebe, either. 

TFC: Let's say within the Ontario context, as described in "Eaaya 
in the Vernacular". Could you see it as a more localised condition? 

Bai.rd: To some extent you can . .. 

Sampeon: .. . if you want to designate some regional tendenciea 
rather than a Canadian architecture. 

Baird: Yes. If you want to talk about all of that eighteenth century 
building in the Maritimes, it constitutes a clearly discernible pat· 
tern, which, of coune, is not that distinct from New England. It 
has a lot in common with that , but it has identifiable motifs. The 
same is true of Quebec, where you have a pattern that ia 
recognisable as distinct from other areas of Canada. In the nine· 
teenth century, a certain kind of primitive Baroque was going on 
in all the churches that, again, would be characteristic of only 
Quebec. Or, all those wooden buildings that were built on the 
West Coast. These are identifiable. 

Sampeon: They are a synthesis and adaptation of a kind of colonial 
architectural heritage. 

Baird: They all come from someplace else. The New England stuff 
comes from England, the French stuff from Brittany, and the Van· 
couver stuff is not that distinct from the contemporary stuff funher 
down the coast. In "Essays in the Vernacular" I was depressed at 
the way buildings got wrecked in the process of renovation - all of 
those projects were renovations. None of them were new buildings. 
At the time it was published, you tended to get fake historical stuff 
going on. There was an architect, Napier Simpson, who bad a 
career, a large part of which consisted of building and renovating 
country estates for people. He had developed a kind of technique 
of adding on '1850' family rooms to 1850 houses. Four-car garagea 
and cabanas were all in the genre of your standard Ontario far
mhouse. They were all meticu.lously done; the guy was by no means 
a hack architect. It's a funny kind of image of a farmhouse to ac
comod.ate the exurban gentleman farmer's social program.me. The 
other tradition was .. . 

Sampson: ... the one of just ignoring it. 

Baird: That's right. Just hack; brick up the windows, sandblast it , 
paint the front grey. 

Sampeon: Or, at its most extreme, you cover it all o•-er with 
aluminium siding. There are several examples of this on Spadina 
Avenue. 

Baird: We were interested in a way of working with these 
buildings, which played off their existing formal characteristics, 
without making fake history out of it. 

TFC: Don't you think the process of trivialisation of history is more 
of a problem now than it was eight yean ago when you published 
the article? 

Baird: Well, yes and no . It's a more complicated situation now. 
Back then you either got fake history or the hack stuff. Now we 
have a funny situation where a more complex attitude to history 
has entered the mainstream of architecture. 
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Sua . A pottntiaUy more complicattd attitu~ toward history. ~le ~reacting to the mwtincu of all ~old atuff an~ ~ rut wu aeen u prograaive and modem. They ~uat cOYe~ at an arer and uanlfonned it. The otMrl rupected at to tM P?tnt 
chat thrf reproduced it, 10 ~t you co~dn't tell_wha~ ~a• genwne. n.c ant stUff tended to eaU .nto quesnon the h11toncuy o~ ~ ol~ ad. Now then ICierftS to be a similar ~Taction ex~ that Ill anu· modem. You have either complete U"aNfo!""'auoOJ of ~m mucmra or tbrir demolition, •• we pN:vaowly _had wath the ~ ltJ'Uc:turet. One would like to think that lt u a more com· p!icaud pouibility of working with hist~rical ltrUCtu~e•: except 

tit .aD hu this reactive component to at, except that 1t u revers· ed. "atf!f lhinp need to be historical and things that are ll'IOd:em are aoc p»d. So you have this transfonnation of that yellow bnck, cod.crD industrial showroom that was down on Front Street, by 
criyzma'a office, into a paeudo·hi.storical building, in keeping 
• the historical precinct that it is in. 

B.aird,: h wun•t a grut building. It was a kind of pasaable pie:ce of f"dties. with a buff brick and glazed front. It was a machinery bwnxa:n and had an open plan to show all that stuff. Up above, 
• scip windows. They~ them all up ~th bri~ ~ -

•1 ft!Jdilconccning. It depends on what yo~lf.Vle"W of.his~ory IS. If 
:c:a.DS sbunen. then obviously the Fifoes aren t history. If 

a more inm'esting idea of wtw you think history is, then 
F'Ccics an history by now. If you take the Williams and Wtlso~ ~lW'I'"CDEn. it wuo"t a building of great significance, but the addi· 
u;, the Park Plaz.a Hotel was a building of tome significance 

got tn.Shrd up si.s or r.'ell years ago. 

T.fC: '!'be gas station on the corner of Carlton and Jarvis which 
being demolished just yesterday. 

Baird: Another cue in point. That was the original Four Seasons 
Hotel am door. 

Sampa1: The I...Dthian Mews. 

Baird; These are all works of Peter Dickinson, who was an in· crresting Furies architect, probably the most interesting Fifties ar· chitect working in Toronto. The O'~fe Centre is another building by him, a.bo recently renovated. Lots of these buildings are threatened . Another interesting ooe is the Vancouver Public Library. It is considered to be functionally obsolete and there is an idea for a new one, which would make the old one - what does the goverm:nent call them - 'surplus property'. It is interesting to see bow the cycle. of fashion and usage are such that, except for Q.ueen Street West, the FU:ties are as out of fashion aa you can get. Any day now, we will be called on to rescue Scarborough College as the wheels of indifference IDOV'e ever onward 

TIC: How is the approach talten here in the office any different? la the COOICiouanca of history enough? 

Sampeon: I guca we are interested in entering into a diacoUI'IC with history. lt'a imponant that aome continuity be maintained in the city, rather than go through these continual complete transfonna· tiona. It is wdl within the realm of p<*ibility that the Toronto fabric will not have any examples of buildings from the Thirties. There are very fewexamplesof Art Deco buildings left even now 
they could eaaily vaniah. We are not interelted in keeping building• just for their own Alte, but it's not necessary to take a culturally nnd.alistic view of the city. In the Edmonton City Hall (competi· tion), we oppoeed the destruction of the existing building primarily becaUie Edmonton is going through thcte cyclea of demolition that haw .aow sotten up to the Sixties. Given that the exiating City Hall is one of the higher quality modem buildings built in Edmonton, 
we decided tlat we would try to do the acheme around it , 

Baird: In a certaln way, tbett ia an attnnpt to elaborate an id~.a of a ccrum !kind af cUltural spatt that has texture and definition to it. so dw it iJ not just thae historical fragmenu that have some 
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value in their own right, but that (idea), by virtue of somehow positing thern as a configuration that is recognisable within a cer· tain set of characteristics, in historical status, and also elaborating a second kind of system which is something to do with our time. To me, the superimposition of one on the oc:ber is more significant. It's 
not just one plus one, it's more than that, because a third term enters the equation, whereby you can aauaUy see the possibility of an extended cultural metaphor having to do with the fact that 
there is this place and it has these things in it from some time ago. It also has a present and there exists a possibility of positing a rela· cion between them. That implies something about the larger historical possibility of the society. That's why, to me, it is consis· tent, on the one hand, to oppose the cavalier treaonent of these older buildings and, at the same time, oppose the historical emula· tions. Both of these obviate on the question of what the relation of 
the put to the present really is. 

TFC: In thia process you are involved in the intellectua~ selecti~n 
of thOle aspects of a given historical element that~ ~·~ ~ 10 
the transformation. Again , how do you keep from tnvaalising the 
object that remains? 

Sampeon: By taking a certain distant respect for ~hem a~d then by entering into a discourse with them. It is in the oty fabnc that the 
city generations touch in a concrete way. There ha~e bee~ events that, for me, throughout our studies, have been Ep1pharues. The disappearance of Victoria Square in Montreal, the complete destruction of the market square in Brantford, and the complete 
transformation of Confederation Square in Ottawa are ex~ples where a very coherent period of city building just completely disap· peara, completely destroyed and made unrecognisable to the ne~t generation by only one or twO generations who saw no value 10 

them. They aaw them aa aurplus elements in the city. 

Baird: The examples that Barry ha' mentioned are the moststartl· 



ing ones. Unless you go back and look at the picture books, you 
would not even be able .to know that these were once squares. The 
transformation of the ground plan and the surrounding elements is 
so complete that they are just vacant lots. Take, for example, in 
Toronto; I'm extremely resentful about the churchyards of St. 
James Cathedral and the Metropolitan United Church. Both used 
to have wrought iron fences around them, which constituted a kind 
of low level mechanism of space definition. To make a square that 
has buildings around it is tricky and normally relies on a constant 
and reasonably high wall around the edge on the other side of the 
street. Well , in Toronto, where there was a variable condition, the 
fence provided a buttress of space definition. Again, in the Fifties, 
as an act of vandalism against an earlier generation, those chur· 
ches made a deal with the City whereby the City took over the 
maintenance because they were being used by the public. City 
Parks agreed to take them over in exchange for removal of the 
fences, the idea being that they would become more of a public 
place. Formally, it has been a catastrophe because the spatial 
definition is gone. There is no longer any structured pattern of 
movement. They, of course, have discovered that the old paths 
don't correspond with the new patterns of movement, so they hack 
up the park. It is a kind of progressive deterioration of what used to 
be some rather fine spaces. Those are some examples of the pro· 
gressive loss of judgement as to the status of formal elements as 
part of the urban fabric. 

TFC: When faced with a programme that doesn't have much con· 
text, such as the Mississauga City Hall Competition, what do ar
chitects do, then? 

Baird: First of all, Mississauga is not without conte.'(t. The 
historical introduction to the competition progranune, having to 
do with the patterns of land division, the organization of the farm 
lands, and the concession grid, forms a kind of first order for any 
kind of building in Ontario. Following that, you have all the pat· 
terns of regional growth that came out of the Sixties; that produc-
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1. Site plan 

2. Partial section through principle public spaces 

3. Axonometric view 

ed Mississauga City Centre. On top of that are sets of assumptions 
about what is the current typology of suburban practice, which, in 
a community as fast-growing as Mississauga, form a son: of nascent 
context. One of the things clever about Edward ]ones's and 
Micbael Kirkland's position was manifest in those little alternative 
drawings they made. There is an implication in the Secondary City 
Plan for a more traditional city fabric, with buildings forming 
street walls. On the other hand, the planning approval process is 
not exactly powerfully directed toward obtaining that result and, 
in the meantime, the developers that are building in Mississauga 
are, to varying degrees. resisting it. \Vhat gets built are -

TFC: The 'cactus' Michael Kirkland speaks about. 

Baird: That's right. It doesn' t correspond with what is sought, at 
least to date. Michael (Kirkland) and Edward (Jones) did set their 
scheme up in such a way that it could respond to either kind of 
configuration, as foreseen in the city plan or, altemath·ely, u 
something that is a more straightforward extrapolation of~ pre· 
sent development patterns in the area. Well, that's a contextual 
response. 

Sampson: One of the things we have discovered while studying the 
formation of the towns in the nineteenth century in Ontario is that 
one staned from an empty field or clearing. In fact, there were 
deliberate efforts to set out controlling lines for a city that had 
shape. The shape of thal city could not be manifest initially in 
building, so there were strategic moves that m ight be made, in the 
first instance, to create the basic structure of that city, to guide the 
town as it grew. It was a condition that might be described as con· 
textual. as the basis there was the concessiona1 grid. 

Baird: I think that one of the most a.maz.ing characteristics of 
modernism is that it entails the abandonment of the idea that an 
urban fabric was an accumulated creation over time by ... 
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SamJ*IIl: .•. generations. 

Baird: Different acton in one ~ncration ~ollowtd by s~bscqut'nt 
generations, all of whom would be procecda~g o!' tbt' basas of. some 
common a.saumptions as to what kind of obJeCU~ were dmrt'd. 

Sam.J*IIl: Like a clWn letter. 

TR.C: Your guidelines for the Mississauga com~tition wert' ~~eh 
stricter than either the C&lgary or Edmonton com~ouon 
guidelines. Are tbcsc strict guidelines the way to restore the con· 
tinuiry to city building? 

Baird.: Only in tcrma of the urban design. In other respccu. the 
guiddiucs were much looser. It's not so mysterious, you know, the 
notion of 'build-to' lines and other obligations of the building to 
the ddinirion of public space. There are some rather elementary 
rules a! thumb which in VCJV recent times have become reasonably 
&miliar again. Things hav·; clanged alot in the last five years. We 
rttomnvond to the ~ople in Vancouver that they introduce a 
' build-to' line, in rcation to the "Greening Downtown Study" that 
we did for them. That has hem rather controversial It was the on· 
ly ruDy amtrOYenia.l aspect of our proposal. 1 don't even see it as 
being particularly directiv-e. 

Sam.J*IIl: It's just that the ~lopen aren't used to it. In the nine· 
teenth century or the eighteenth cm.tury, one didn't have to 
lrgishte it beaasc there was a cultural assumption that when you 
built a building. it faced the public space. They contributed to the 
appeuancr of the public space. 

Baird: In f.act, genenlly speaking, in the nineteenth century in 
Toronto, the only architcaui"C of the buildings is their facades. 
They don' t have any other arclritecture, the rest is just a party wall 
and a blank waD agaimt the lane. The notion of a building as an 
object in its own right comes with Modernism. 

TTC: In Colquhonn's discus5ion of the 'su~rblock.', he says that it 
is not only a~ in aesthetic sensibility but changes in the scaJe 
of intervenrions in the city that makes things modem. Within 
Toronto, where dr\-elopen play with whole city blocks, doesn't this 
CRate .an oppornmity for architecture that is more than just street 
facades? 

Baird; Yes and no. 

Sam.tpon: Tht qur:stion I have is: What? 

Baird: fm not saying that you shouldn't itnposc a new pattern. In 
any event , there will always be a relationship of the new pattern to 
the larger pattern around it; that's inevitable. You are always 
relating to a road that is already there. Within the larger 
framework, .cuing up 10mt kind of pattern that doesn't exist can't 
be done. It can, instead, come from principles that don't neccssari · 
ly derive from what is there· patterns of movement, microclimate, 
alltoru of thing.~ could ghe you clues. 

Samspon: Comprehensive de1Jelopmcnt was encouraged in the Fif· 
ties and Sixties, but it wasn't actually new. Eaten's College Street 
was a compreheDiive development that was to envelop the whole 
block. It was uncommon at the time, here, as few ~ople had the 
financial and organisational ability to carry it out. In London, 
there were major precincu that were developed, such as GrOIVenor 
Square and so on. It is more a question of what opportunities arc 
presented and the thing itself that is created by these 
redevelopmenu. 

Baird: Take a superblock ~opment like College Park, which is 
the son of Eaton'a College Street, where thry again have dOled one 
more meet and it has grown from two bloch to three block.. Then 
th~y made diagonal entranas in the corner and the park in the 
mtdd~. I must confesa that I find the whole thing rather in· 
trovencd and I can't see what the city geta out of that kind of 
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development. Alright, it ~ts a park and there is this rather low 
level ~ntimentality about the idea that having a park is somehow 
better than not having a park. _This clo~g ~dea that always having 
more parka and green space as better 11 highly questionable. In
deed, for me, it is a lUnd of pathological response to the hatred of 
Modernism; that people are 10 alienated from the idea of urban 
form, that the anti·city is always better. This is the state of our 
civibation. 

Samptc>n: That's where I think that what is• happening is that the 
idea of the city has been divorced from any sense of politics 
associated with the city. Suhlcqucntly, you have some very loose 
ideas like 'public accessibility'. that everything should be made ac· 
cessible. There is a tendency to generate more and more publicly 
accessible terrain but there are fewer and fewer places that have a 
public intensity. the low side of public action, be it political 
demonstration or the more infonnaJ kinds of meetings that take 
place between people. The issue is to make gardens and plazas ap
pear more accessible and inviting to the public; this is thought to 
be good because it makes the maximum amount of the ground 
plan accessible to the public. Well , the question arises as to what 
extent is the ground plane useable by the public. To what extent 
does it actually constitute a place that can be identified as a place 
of public action? 

Baird: I want to go back to something you went off a bit earlier. 
You were talking about the trivialisation response to historical 
form. It seems to me that at the level that the discussion has pro· 
cccded so far, there is step one; that is, that history is important 
and that one actually responds to it , which by now is generally ac· 
cepted. The second one would then be this point we started with , 
the fact that while history is important, the straightforward 
rehashing of it isn't necessarily the smancst way to do it. I would 
say that that argument is far from settled. We've already been in· 
formally criticised by the Historical Board for a proposal we made 
to modify an existing building that is listed , and I can see more of 
that lUnd of thing coming So, it seems to me that that is a whole 
new threshold of debate as to how you respond. Even that is still a 
rather rudimentary level of a more complex discussion, which 
would presumably lead on to considerations having to do with for· 
maJ relationships and typologies in which you could say, given that 
you are taking history as a given which merits coruideration and 
you are not emulating it , then what kind of generaltsed principles 
of response could one talk about that would imply the possibility of 
a kind of architecture which exists in this broader historical and 
cultural spectrum. I would say, just to cite one example in this 
third level of the discussion, take the case of entrances. Any kind of 
plan ~ is going to revolve, rather critically, around the con· 
sideration of where you go into it. I think it is extremely interesting 
that, in respect to the kind of modernisation or transformation of 
historical monuments in relation to modem programmes, the crisis 
of the entrance is really an acute one. 

In the renovations of the branch libraries all around Toronto, the 
Beaches and Wychwood were (two libraries) which were basilica 
plan types or medieval hall plan types. Very powerful typological 
a.xiality and, in both cases, I don't think the a rchiteCts did not have 
a deliberate intention to change the entrance , but they were cor· 
nered by interpretations of function. 

Sampton: The existing organisation was difficult and it was easier 
to abandon the existing entrance sequence in favour of a new loca· 
cion for the entrance. 

TFC: Yet, in the Beaches Library, there is still this incredible urge 
to walk up to where the bay window is now. 

Baird: Of course; it'• the residual power. It seems to me that there 
are available and unavailable transformation moves. We've closed 
up an entrance, recently; the fint time we've done it, so I'm not 
saying it's impossible. All I'm saying ia that it is a little like poker· ~ f 
the building sets up a powerful plan order where the entrance. as 
implied in a particular position, then if you are going to change at, 



the question is: What kind of corresponding moves do you have to 
elaborate in order that the misleading cues are then definitively 
redirected? So, it's a question of secondary and teniary moves that 
go with the residual motif that still seems to make more sense than 
not being an entrance, while still being a prominent pan of the 
visual array of the building. In neither of these cases does this seem 
to have been successfully dealt with. Now, if we move from those 
two, we have the most notorious example, the Montreal Museum 
of Fine Arts, where they just welded the doors shut. This is the col
lapse of the imaginative faculties, it seems to me. And now Anhur 
Erickson is doing the same thing to the Court House in Vancouver, 
which is going to have its doors ... 

Sampson: ... turned around. 

TFC: You'll obviously have to enter his plaza from behind. 

Baird: That's right, in that case. There, I don't know what the 
final resolution of it has been, but they are not going to weld the 
doors shut; that much is given. I think they had an idea that when 
the Queen comes she can go in that door, or something, but it will 
not be a functional door to the building; that's a real crisis for 
Counhouse Square. These are really fundamental questions hav
ing to do with the language of architecture. Now, to my mind, the 
discussion of these kinds (of questions) hasn't even gotten to this 
level yet. The debate over whether old buildings are worth keep
ing, it seems to me, has largely been won. But then this question of 
the relationship of modem to old isn't there, although it is coming. 
But this more sophisticated discussion, that would have to do with 
how you actually do it, hasn't even begun yet. 

Sampson: This is, of course, an age-old discussion for those people 
who see themselves as inevitably involved with existing fabrics, 
whether they be individual buildings or parts of an urban situa· 
tion. 

TFC: This debate, then, comes from Europe? 

Sampson: It comes from any situation in which the amount of 
building that is existing is such that one can't tear it all down and 
build something new and 'proper'. It means that, inevitably, you 
will have to involve yourself with the analysis of structural 
characteristics, which George is talking about in terms of the 
typology of the fabric. You have to understand its tolerances, its 
advantages, its codes, and in transforming it, you have to enter in
to some kind of dialogue with that structure and set of codes. It will 
allow cenain things and not allow others. And I would extend that 
from building an entrance to building a street. 

" ... if you are talking to architects 
who are supposed to know 
somethz'ng about the history of 
archz'tecture, then ... you can't just 
throw Terragni out the window." 

TFC: The conscious use of history is something that is attributed to 
the Post Modern and, from our discussion today, I sense a critical 
stance towards traditional Modernism, so where does that place 
you? 

Baird: It's really tricky. You place me in a room with Moshe Saf
die, then I'm Post Modernist, but 1f you place me in a room v.ith 
Robert Stern, then I'm not. 

Sampeon: I think that one of the problems is that Post ~todernism 
has been developed on an extreme reduction of the histOl)' of 
Modernism and has a tendency to depend on that. ~lodemism 

should not be reduced to Fiftie. American corporate Modernism. 
I've always been interested in our contradicting this revisionist 
history and Modern ideology with examples of Modernism that are 
contextual, that are street related, that are city buildings. There 
are lots of these. 

TFC: So the Post Modernists have accepted cenain aspects of 
Modernism and rejected othen? 

Sampeon: They had to work in a context that was strong enough 
that it was not possible to create a full-blown example of Moder
nism, with respect to Modernist tendencies in urbanism. Even 
then, I don't think it as as simple as the Post Modern histories tend 
to suggest. One should always be suspicious of a critical po&ition 
that depends on the re·writing of history. The Grave. lecture was a 
good example. Matched against his very amusing criticism of the 
Villa Cook, you could put Palladio's Villa Barbero. The Villa 
Barbero has a false entrance; in fact, its an entrance to the kitchen 
on the axis. The real entrance to the Jnano noln1e of the house is 
through the arcade. The entrance is concealed by the arcade, as is 
the entrance to the Villa Cook. That example is taken as exemplar 
of all Modernism. 

For my part, I think that Post Modernism is a self-fulfilling pro· 
phecy. That is, by declaring the end of Modernism and. by general 
consensus, believing in it, then it probably is tru.e. I'm concerned 
about its reactive nature vis-d-vis MO<kmism. I'm very much in
terested in Modern composirional codes. I think. that you will fmd 
that Michael Graves makes no sense without undentanding col
lage. 

Baird: And non-frontality. 

Sampson: We're very interested in Constructivism, dt Stijl modes 
of composition. I think that of all the interiors Graves showed, the 
most powerful was the Maison de Verre, which is one of the 
canonical works of Modernism. I would compare it with any of the 
interion that be showed. 1'here is a tradition thae that, as far u 
I'm concerned, is not closed and informs our work. In that respect , 
I'm quite prepared to let history decide whether or not we are 
Modem or Post MO<km. What we are interested in. I think, is con 
temporary architecture. 

Baird: There are some lineages there that are explicit. If you are 
interested in an architecture that u hutorically allusive and hu 
iconographical connotations at a variety of leveb and is full of an· 
thropomorphic references, which I would say I am, you can find 
that all within the repertoire of Modernism. it's just that you pro· 
bably won't talk about Mies, but you would definitely talk about 
Corb, Terragni, Aalto, and Scarpa. 

Sampson: Absolutely. The Italian Modernists' v.wk really imites 
comparison. 

Casa del Fascio, Como 
Giusseppe Terragni (19!6> 
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Baird: Its materiality, its figuration; all of th~ c:omponerusall are 
th 'The Modernism to which Post Moderrusm IS gener y op· 

ere. polemically is a bit of a straw man. Even Mies :- tho:-e re~y 
~pictures you're shown aren't even by them. Gropt~s m~ght JUSt 

t into the running. but what you are typically~ u Skidmore, 
ge · d M-., and Kevin Roche: I'm not gomg to bat for OwlDI' an crrw, • • d _:_--t b them. 1be general public's view of Moderrusm IS e~eTU.l1lXU Y 
what they see on the streets, which is largely appalhng. On the 
other band, if you are talking to architec~ who are sup~ to 
know IOIDething about the history of architecture, . ~en, m that 
more tnowlegeable milieu, ClOe has to take the pollUOn that you 
jwt can't throw Tcrragni out the window. 

Sampal! Post Modernism takes a critical position w-a-vis Moder
nism - modem practice and the ideology behind those a.s~ of 
modem practice that you are discussing with the general public. If 
you look at Peter Dicki.nson's work again, you'll find now that there 
is a guy who should fall into this revisionist hiJtory of Modernism. 
You ha~ the building at College and Bay which is one of the ~t 
corner buildings in the city, in that it has both the tower that IS 
square, or at lea. rectilinear, and a base that is inflected. d la Ven
turi, to deal with the inflection of the context. The Pari. Plaza wes 
a hotd court to deal with the modem problem of entry by 
automobile. The build.int that he did at Merton and Yonge also 
makes UIC of an auto court and builds a screen wall to the ~t. 

Baird: 1bc Wawanesa Insu:rance. 

Sampal! That gas station we talked about has thole .rubble stone 
waU. that act u thoae fmces Gcorge was talking about pTC'Viously 
with respect to the churches. So the~ is a guy who fits in to this 
nasty period and yet be seems to have same sort of commitment to 
ciy building which actually informs the way he coost.ructs buildings 
in the City. He was a.lao the ooe that initiated the Lothian Mews, 
which was an effort to .•. 

Baird: It wu an 'infilJ' project. 

Sampeon: That's right. It maintains buildings on Bloor s~ and 
intcmifies the UJe of the block and then becomes a model for York. 
Sq uarc, which is done by people who arc already critical of modern 
comprehensive demopmmt. So what is he (Dic.kinson) in respect 
to this critique? 

TFC: He doem't fit any attempt to cWsify him. My last question 
w_ould be to find out what you perceive to be the advant.agea and 
disadvantages of teaching and practising? 

Baird: fm interested in the combination. Indeed, I suppose, for 
myaelf, I 1ee it as an easential mixture. I suppose there is aome 
questi?D in my ~ as to the variability of the weight of those 
comautmenu over tune. 1'he truth of the matter is that I haven't 
been that engaged in teaching recently. 

Sampeoa.: I t.hinlt they need to vary. There are three components to 
our practice. One is the teaching component, which is individual . 
George teaches and I teach, for different reuona. 

Baird: In fact, we have nevoer t.aught together. 

Sampeoa.:.Tben: has always been a major research component of 
the pr~cc and that re~earch component has largely been 
rcaearch 1nto urban development and the ways that cities have 
evolv~. But there has been an interest beyond that, in theoriea 
evol~ out ~f that research as well as theoretical interesu w ·d-vis 
archlt~c 1tJdf, separate from i.uuea of city building. Then 
th~e u the ~ay-to-day praaice of deaigning and having buildinga 
~:dt and _domg aD thoae things that architecu have to do: client 

. ~n, trymg to get work, and all that. Teaching can be a liability 
~Jt respea to the latter, because there is a traditional view i~ 
th~~da that. people_ who teach, don't do, and that people who 

and wntc are likely to be less practical than people who have 
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their sleeves rolled up all the time and are doing thin 
Sometimes, clients are quite reserved about the fact that ga. 

h ll . 1 .... :_..._ one teac cs as we as runs a pracuce. uw~ that, for my own 
teaching is some~ that I always like to do because I'm cCX:~: 
ed about the gcner.oons of people that actually practice in the . 
ty. I'm concerned that the schools produce not only brilliant Cl· 
titionen, but also practitioners that arc capable and will im prac· 
the average level of buildi?S" in the city. There arc going to~~~ 
stars and there are also gomg to be the good solid people that do 
lot of the building. Cities arc, frankly, built not only out of gre ~ 
monuments but out of sensible well-built buildings. I like teacru: 
because it is sometimes stimulating with respect to the practice ~ 
practice becomes pragmatic and one can become forgetful of~me 
theoretical issues. 

TFC: The second aspect of your practice that makes you different 
from the common practitioner is the commitment to office 
resea~. Is that paired with ~ur teaching at the University, or iJ it 
something that would go on mdcpendcntly, even if you stopped 
teaching? 

Sampeon: It has tended to go on, anyway. I guess it's partly that we 
have developed a reputation for it. In the old days, we often did it 
b~cause we didn' t have anything else to do. 

Bai.rd: I was jll5t going to say that my attitude toward education 
has changed somewhat, in that it seems to me that we have entered 
a pha!e where architectural teaching once again needs to be more 
didactic. This kind of relationship, between the making of 
judgements to the rules that Barry elaborated earlier, I share as a 
kind of general principle for the relationship of theory and prac· 
tice. But it does not seem to me that, whether one likes it or not, 
the principles of Modernism have been sufficiently diffused by 
now, pedagogically speaking; there is at issue the expository setting 
out of familiar architectural principles. Not so much that one 
would have to follow them absolutely, but it does seem to me that 
one needs to have an awareness of them existing as a body of prin· 
ciples, which at the very least could be conside~ to be the way 
that buildings are made - such a body of principles would be sub
ject to critical revision to the kind of model of action one would be 
looking forward to teeing. At the moment, we have a kind of 
vacuum of principles, in which various attempts arc made to fill it 
with intuition or ad hoc perceptions of faculty. 'Ibis is a finger in 
the dike, you lmow. So, I'm interested in the possibiltiy of a more 
didactic pedagogy and I'm not saying that this is for all time and 
all application.s but, relative to the situations that I've been used 
to, I think it is an appropriate move to make. 

TFC: Where would those rules come from? 

Bai.rd: For my part, it would, probably, primarily consist of case 
studies. One would jlllt take ... 

Sampeon: Principles. 

Baird: Take a Terragni building and jwt take it apart, see bow it 
worb. 

Sampeon: It is another thing that one discovers in teaching: alot ?f 
these canonical worb are not known. People sec them m 
magazines, but they don't really know them. 

Baird: They acquire a kind of iconographic or polemical statUI, 
but that doesn't mean that they are understood. 

TFC: Without the analysis? 

Sampeon: For sure. At the University of Toronto, for example, if 
you talk in detail of Corb buildings, students, who thought ~ey 
bad been overexpoecd to Le Corbusier, will be amazed, haVUlg 
never known that all that was there. 

Baird: Othcn, of counc, will deny that it is there. 
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Baird 8e Sampson/McGrath Residena: renovation 

1. Reorganized floor plan of bunplow 

2. View through slewed corridor 

!. Rear elevation with addition 
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